Tea Leaves  Sam

ACROSS
1. Finish
4. * One who made a famous 70–Across from Jennifer Aniston in 2005
12. Preferred, in slang
15. "I Ching" concept
16. Undertake, or undertaking
17. Donkey Kong, e.g.
18. Alternative to QVC
19. Rhyming 1964 Shirley Ellis tune still riffed on by kids today, with "The"
20. Droop
21. One might have a pet name?
23. "Argo" setting
24. Maestro Zubin
26. "Scrubs" head nurse
27. Cash register section
28. Cutting one might result in tearing?
29. Misgiving
31. Certain Playstation button
32. * ...from AC/DC in 2016
37. Capricious desire
39. Begin bothering
40. "Just do it!" sloganeer
43. "Just joking!"
44. * ...from Hong Kong in 1959
46. It's really making waves
47. Union member concerned with trains?
49. Out of a boxing match, for short
50. Tiny bugs
52. Orphan of musical theatre
53. "It's impossible!"
54. * ...from the NFL in 2010
57. Deuce follower
58. Alluring
59. End in ____
60. Confirms as competent
61. "I knew it!"
62. Informal British address for a politician
63. ____-surfing
66. Sci-fi sight
67. Modern term of affection
68. Give a gun, say

DOWN
1. Work ____
2. AAPL market
3. "I'm upset enough!"
4. Indian language
5. Genetic messenger
6. Let in, as to a club
7. Handler of farm equipment?
8. Polytheistic worshipper
9. Several Russian czars
10. Hardy of "Mad Max: Fury Road"
11. Shockers
12. One whose duds aren't duds
13. "Bridesmaids" director Judd
14. One for whom eggs don't go over easy?
22. You might rise to it?
25. Noted 2001 bankruptcy
26. Bryn _____
29. Frank of diary-writing fame
30. Like Switzerland in WWII: Abbr.
31. Cookie consumable by a 14–Down
32. Maintain, as a belief
33. Steinbeck novel
34. Give a gun, say
35. Cookie consumable by a 14–Down
36. Maintain, as a belief
37. Ladies' hoops org.
38. Part of Africa
39. "I'm upset enough!"
40. Indian language
41. Very interested, in Australian slang
42. It's really making waves
44. It's all hopped up
45. Qatari leader
46. Claim to, in slang
47. Union member concerned with trains?
48. Out of a boxing match, for short
49. Orphan of musical theatre
50. Tiny bugs
51. Coat common in certain cold climates?
52. Orphan of musical theatre
53. "It's impossible!"
54. * ...from the NFL in 2010
57. Deuce follower
58. Alluring
59. End in ____
60. Confirms as competent
61. "I knew it!"
62. Informal British address for a politician
63. ____-surfing
66. Sci-fi sight
67. Modern term of affection
68. Give a gun, say
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